
made them rights-bearing citizens—would protect their interests. Yet, as Heath shows,
in contrast to the Aude, the combination of violent strikes and an emerging colonial pol-
icy emphasizing investment and profitability further divided Guadeloupe along racial
and class lines, putting the interests of small property holders and workers on the back
burner and demonstrating the racial limits of citizenship at the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury.

Laura L. Frader
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Léon Blum: PrimeMinister, Socialist, Zionist. By Pierre Birnbaum. Translated by Ar-
thur Goldhammer. Jewish Lives. Edited by Anita Shapira and Steven J. Zipperstein.

New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2015. Pp. viii1218. $25.00.

Pierre Birnbaum has written a very fine book. It has the look of a biography, and it is that
in part. The subject is Léon Blum, and all the major episodes in Blum’s life are treated.
He was born into a middle-class Jewish family in 1872. As a young man, he was swept
up by the pro-Dreyfus cause, an involvement that brought him into the orbit of the great
socialist orator, Jean Jaurès. Blum’s engagement in left-wing politics deepened in the
aftermath of the Great War. France’s socialist party, the Section Française de l’Inter-
nationale Ouvrière (SFIO), split in 1920 at the Congress of Tours, the majority opting to
affiliate with the Communist International, while a minority stood by the SFIO of old. It
was Blumwho led the fight to preserve Jaurèsian principles against the new, Leninist dis-
pensation, and it was he who took over leadership of the SFIO, which in the years follow-
ing experienced a rebirth. So much so, indeed, that the party emerged as France’s largest
in the national elections of 1936. Blum, as party leader, was called on to form a govern-
ment, which he did at the head of a coalition, the so-called Popular Front. What followed
was a year of reform, a vivid demonstration of what a well-led state could accomplish
on behalf of a public in need. The Right hated Blum, and it got its chance to take revenge
in the aftermath of France’s defeat in 1940. The Vichy government arrested him and put
him on trial at Riom in 1942. Blum mounted a vigorous defense, and the trial, now an
embarrassment to the regime, was adjourned without result. The Nazis took up where
Vichy had left off, deporting Blum to a hunting chalet just outside of Buchenwald where
he moldered for two years. Blum survived the ordeal and after the war returned to pol-
itics, a venerated elder statesman. He died in 1950.
This story has been told before and at greater length, so the reader is bound to ask,

why tell it again? Because in the final analysis Birnbaum’s quarry is not a formal biograph-
ical portrait but an understanding of what being Jewish meant to Blum. On this score,
Birnbaum has many interesting things to say.
The most important one is that Blum was a “State Jew,” a term of Birnbaum’s own

coinage. The State Jew was an assimilationist, and this was true of Blum. He was raised
in a practicing household and kept kosher through high school. The grand rabbi of Paris
officiated at Blum’s first marriage in the rue de la Victoire synagogue. In subsequent
years, however, Blum’s religious commitment faded. He married twice more, both times
to Jewish women, but without benefit of clergy. Observance of dietary laws and the sab-
bath went by the boards, and he did not have his son Robert circumcised.
Assimilation was the watchword of the State Jew in private life. When it came to pub-

lic matters, the lodestar was service to the state, and not just any state. For the State Jew
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was a “fou de la République,” another Birnbaum coinage, someone, that is, who dedi-
cated his life to the republic, a regime that had done so much to emancipate French Jewry
from the shackles of the ghetto. In this respect too, Blum conformed to the model. He
attended the right schools: spending a year at the École normale supérieure and then tak-
ing a law degree, qualifications that prepared him for a career as a member of the Conseil
d’État. The lawmattered to Blum.GeorgesClemenceau and Emile Zola both found them-
selves in legal difficulties as a result of their involvement in the Dreyfus affair, and Blum
was there to provide counsel. In the years 1902–19, he drafted an estimated 1,800 legal
opinions for the Conseil d’État. And as prime minister in 1936–37, he brought experts
and civil servants into the executive, the better to transform the state into an agent of rea-
soned reform.
Yet Birnbaum makes plain that Blum is interesting not just as the embodiment of a

type but also for the ways in which he deviated from it. Blum was an aesthete and lit-
terateur. As a young man, he was dandified in manner and author of a tract extolling the
virtues of premarital sexual experience for men and women alike. These penchants never
left him. To the end of his days, he was known to wear a wide-brimmed hat and a droopy
mustache in the style of Maurice Barrès, a one-time prince of youth whom Blum had
much admired in pre-Dreyfus days. As for literature, Blum remained always an avid
reader. It was with book in hand that he passed the long days of confinement at Buchen-
wald, rereading, among others, Stendahl, who had been a passion of Blum’s across a
lifetime. In this respect, Blum’s persona was more akin to Proust’s than to that of the
classic State Jew, a man, like Alfred Dreyfus, of ramrod bearing and conventional tastes.
Then there was politics. The State Jew, public servant that he was, endeavored to stand

above the fray, but not Blum. He was mad for the republic but under Jaurès’s influence
came to see the republic as incomplete. The Revolution of 1789 had promised liberty,
equality, and fraternity, but class rule and the dominion of property denied these goods
to France’s working classes. It was the socialist party’s duty to realize the revolution’s
unfulfilled promises and effect a second revolution, this one peaceful, that would bring
the first to fruition. Blum’s socialism had a Marxist veneer, but at base it was ethical
and humanist in character. Collective justice mattered, but so too did justice for the indi-
vidual, even if a bourgeois officer like Dreyfus. The state perpetrated violence against
France’s laboring people, but it was also an instrument that in the right hands, as in
the Popular Front era, might make better the lives of the downtrodden.
Last of all, there is Blum’s Zionism. The State Jew was a French patriot, at pains to

demonstrate a loyalty to France alone, and from this perspective, Zionism looked like a
false god, an invitation to believe in a national project other than France’s own. This was
not how Blum saw it. At a Zionist rally in Paris in 1922, he assured listeners that “Jaurès
would love your work.” Zionism, he elaborated, was “a product of class suffering” and
as such “compatible with international socialism” (147). In 1937, the American Federa-
tion of Labor, wanting to acknowledge Blum’s achievement as Popular Front leader, con-
ceived the scheme of founding a kibbutz in Blum’s honor in Palestine. It was dedicated in
1943, when Blum was then in Buchenwald, in a ceremony attended by Golda Meyerson
(Meir) and Moshe Sharett, stalwarts of Labor Zionism. Blum himself was never tempted
to emigrate, but then again as a Frenchman he enjoyed the fruits of the revolution. There
were Jews the world over, however, who did not, and for them Israel, “a Jewish state
based on social justice” (159) in Blum’s words, made a fit and necessary homeland.
Birnbaum’s book is a short one, but it is rich in content, a distillation of a life’s work

on France and its Jewish citizens. Yes, he acknowledges, French Jews have lived amidst
an ambient antisemitism at moments threateningly powerful, as at the time of the Drey-
fus affair and again in the 1930s and under Vichy. Yet, as Blum remained true to the “old
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house” of the SFIO, they have remained true to the house of France, an attachment—
and the point is no more than implicit in Birnbaum’s book—that has not flagged and will
not in a new climate of antisemitism.

Philip Nord
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Anti-Imperial Metropolis: Interwar Paris and the Seeds of ThirdWorld Nationalism.
By Michael Goebel. Global and International History. Edited by Erez Manela, John
McNeill, and Aviel Roshwald.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015. Pp. xiv1344. $120.00.

Paris has always been a city of migrants. AsMichael Goebel demonstrates in this impres-
sive study, however, the true watershed that led to Paris becoming a major hub for global
immigration was the Great War of 1914–18, when up to 750,000 soldiers and workers
were recruited from its colonies and dependencies to help defend metropolitan France.
The war led to the establishment of migratory networks that brought a steady growth
in the city’s migrant population. By 1931, 9.2 percent of the population in the Paris region
was officially of foreign extraction, a figure that did not include the African and Asian
immigrants who were considered to be French subjects or protégés (21). It is the expe-
rience of these migrant communities fromAfrica, Asia, and Latin America, and their role
in sowing the seeds of Third World nationalism, that Goebel explores in what he defines
as a social history of ideas. His demonstration of how their experience of interwar Paris
contributed to the politicization of these communities, forged connections between them,
and also shaped the nationalist ideas they subsequently propagated in their homelands
makes a major contribution to colonial and postcolonial studies as well as to the social
and cultural history of Paris.
As Goebel explains, the non-European communities that established themselves in

Paris in the 1920s were nothing if not disparate, separated as much as united by legal sta-
tus, language, social class, race, occupation, wealth, age, and gender. Awell-heeled Ar-
gentine intellectual had little in common with a stevedore from Senegal, a factory worker
fromAlgeria, or a lacquerer fromVietnam. Apparently homogeneous groups were them-
selves cross-cut by significant differences, such as those that set blacks fromWest Africa
and the Antilles or Vietnamese from Tonkin and Cochinchina apart from one another.
Studying such diverse groups, subjected at the time to different administrative regimes
and therefore unequally represented in a variety of archival repositories, presents formi-
dable challenges to the historian. Goebel is to be admired for his diligence, not to mention
his linguistic ability, in making use of fifteen different archives in eight countries. Most
notably, by extending his research beyond the archives of the former Ministry of Colonies
at Aix-en-Provence to include also those of the Paris Police Prefecture as well as of the
Foreign and Interior Ministries, he is able to cast light on those groups that were not po-
liced by the Ministry of Colonies, most importantly those from North Africa and Latin
America.
Goebel appropriately lays the foundation of his study by considering the everyday

lives of overseas migrants in Paris. He shows that food and music were important vehi-
cles for the formation of immigrant communities and for building connections between
them. Vietnamese restaurants were venues of sociability that brought together people of
different occupations and classes, serving also as meeting places for political organiza-
tions and mutual aid societies. The Parisian passion for jazz, Josephine Baker, and “black”
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